Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 8-11-21

- Secret provider for all has been completed on DS SDK C. Work to get this distributed to all C based device services is to be done.
- Lenny identified an issue in that quotes (single or double) are used inconsistently across service configuration files (some with single some with double). According to spec/guidelines, these should be double quotes and use of single quote only when you need to wrap double quotes. Lenny is going to work through the services to make this consistent.
- eKuiper has released eKuiper 1.3.0 which fixes a size issue as well as a few bugs. This will be added to a new Docker compose file for Ireland this week.
- Per devOps work, go.sums are going to be committed back into repositories. This will assist in a number of areas – not least of which to remove need for go tidy.
- EdgeX in PRC reports some 50 teams are participating in the current hackathon there (which concludes in October).
- Security WG meeting for today (8/11) is cancelled.
- EdgeX Challenge 2021 PRC has 55 proposals. These are under review and a shortlist of projects for the challenge will be announced on Aug 16th.
- Outreach has tiger team working groups working on new LTS policy and Hackathon proposal. More info coming soon.
- Advantech will present in the next Adopter series on Sept 14 at 8am PDT. Registration available through the website.
- Ireland press release and blog post are out. Community members are asked to use their social media outlets to advertise.
- No work on ADRs in the past week. ADR review will be part of the upcoming Monthly Architect’s meeting (Monday 16th).
- EdgeX will have its annual review with LF Edge TAC on Sept 8th. Jim will be presenting.
- The addition of Governance, Adopters and Owners pages are being added to repositories to comply with LF Edge request (as part of the review process).
- Jim did a clean up of all committers lists for all repositories. If anyone was removed that should not have been, please reach out to re-established. WG chairs are encouraged to review the committers lists for their repositories to do any extra clean up of inactive contributors.
- TSC meeting next week (Aug 18) is cancelled.
- Ireland documentation is almost complete except for Snap, CLI (still a work in progress) and some example/tutorial pages. Lenny’s migration guide PR has a few other comments that need to be resolved but will be merged soon.
- A discussion on what to do about additional migration documentation/tooling did not result in many concrete steps.
  - Everyone is encouraged to review the current docs and provide suggestions/guidance on gaps, new needs, clarifications, etc. The DS working group will have a discussion about needs in the device service area on Monday – in order to try to make it more equivalent to what is in app services documentation.
  - The community will wait for feedback from Ireland adopters.
  - Jim will work with the dev team to explore the lift for creating a migration tool/script to move Core Metadata from 1.x to 2.0.